Autoantibody-targeted TAAs in pancreatic cancer: A comprehensive analysis.
Pancreatic cancer is one of the leading causes of cancer mortality and lacks efficient biomarkers for early diagnosis. In the early stages of pancreatic cancer, humoral immunity can respond to a certain amount of tumor-associated antigens (TAAs) with the production of corresponding autoantibodies. Such autoantibody-targeted TAAs (autoTAAs) are highly likely to indicate early events during pancreatic carcinogenesis. Herein, we performed a comprehensive analysis of these autoTAAs to explore their physiological function and their involvement and prognostic value in pancreatic cancer. We first searched the literature to identify the autoTAAs. A PPI network of these autoTAAs was constructed, and core network modules were extracted by Cytoscape software. GO annotation and KEGG pathway analysis were performed to analyze the main physiological functions of these autoTAAs. The prognostic value of autoTAAs in pancreatic cancer was analyzed by using RNA-seq data generated by TCGA. The PPI network including 98 autoTAAs was constructed, and 2 subgroups were extracted as core modules. GO and KEGG analysis revealed that key functions and pathways of these autoTAAs were significantly enriched in nucleotide repair, protein synthesis, and cancer-associated events. MSH2, EZR, PGK1, VCL and ANXA2 have prognostic value in pancreatic cancer, and high mRNA expression of these 5 proteins is associated with unfavorable prognosis in pancreatic cancer. AutoTAAs may be associated with early events in the carcinogenesis of pancreatic cancer. MSH2, EZR, PGK1, VCL and ANXA2 predict poor prognosis in pancreatic cancer. Some autoTAAs also have prognostic value in other cancers.